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Scope Note:

Sources on bioethical concepts and principles; consistently apply these concepts in the analysis of bioethical problems; act in accordance with student’s moral judgment; demonstrate special solicitude to the sick and the poor and manifest justice and charity towards his colleagues, co-workers, patients and their families.

Books:


O'Donell, J. F. Ideas for Medical Education. [R11 .Ac12]


Online Articles:

**Bioethics: Negotiation of Fundamental Differences in Russian and US Curricula.** Full Text Available (includes abstract); Rogotneva, Elena; Melik-Haikazyan, Irina; Goncharenko, Mark; Procedia – Social and Behavioral Sciences; 8 December 2015; Vol. 215, pp. 26-31; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.11.569](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.11.569)

Subjects: Bioethics; methodological approach; bioethics curricula; information processes model

Database: ScienceDirect

**Conceiving IVF in Iran.** Full Text Available (includes abstract); Tremayne, Soraya; Akhondi, Mohammad; Reproductive Biomedicine and Society Online; June 2016; Vol. 2, pp. 62-70; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rbms.2016.07.002](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rbms.2016.07.002)

Subjects: infertility; IVF population; policies; Shia jurisprudence

Database: ScienceDirect

**Developing Ethical Thinking in Clinical Settings: A Case Study.** Full Text Available (includes abstract); Barroso, Cristina; Abreu, Wilson; Procedia – Social and Behavioral Sciences; 16 January 2015; Vol. 171, pp. 661-667; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.01.175](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.01.175)

Subjects: Bioethics; nursing; moral; clinic; culture; education

Database: ScienceDirect

**Embryos, microscopes, and society.** Full Text Available (includes abstract); Maienschein, Jane; Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part C: Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences; June 2016; Vol. 57, pp. 129-136; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.shpsc.2016.02.003](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.shpsc.2016.02.003)

Subjects: Embryos; Microscopes; Science and society; Bioethics; Science policy

Database: ScienceDirect

**Investigation of the visual attention role in clinical bioethics decision-making using machine learning algorithms.** Full Text Available (includes abstract); Fernandes, Daniel; Siqueira-Batista, Rodrigo; Gomes, Andreia; Souza, Camila; daCosta, Israel; Cardoso, Felipe; Assis, Joao; Caeteno, Gustavo; Cequeira, Fabio; Procedia Computer Science; 2017; Vol. 108, pp. 1165-1184; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procs.2017.05.032](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procs.2017.05.032)

Subjects: Visual attention; Decision-making in bioethics; Mobile eye tracking; Machine learning in medicine

Database: ScienceDirect

Subjects: Protection of Human Subjects; Research Ethics; Expectant Mothers; Patient Rights
Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.


Subjects: Dexamethasone; Adrenal Gland Diseases; Ethics, Medical; Adrenal Gland Diseases; Fetal Diseases; Fetus, conception to birth
Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.


Subjects: Empirical Research; Ethics; Ethics Theory
Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.

Subjects: Catholicism; Ethics, Medical; Judaism; Reproduction Techniques; Reproduction; Female Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.


Subjects: Ethics, Medical; Health Care Delivery; Organ Procurement; Organ Transplantation; Transplant Donors; Transplant Recipients; Travel
Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.


Subjects: Ethics; Politics; Public Policy; Social Responsibility; Social Values Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.

Subjects: Research Ethics; Research, Medical; Research, Medical; Protection of Human Subjects; Protection of Human Subjects
Database: CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.

Was bioethics founded on historical and conceptual mistakes about medical paternalism (English); Abstract available. By: McCullough LB, Bioethics [Bioethics], ISSN: 1467-8519, 2011 Feb; Vol. 25 (2), pp. 66-74; PMID: 21175709 Bioethics has a founding story in which medical paternalism, the interference with the autonomy of patients for their own clinical benefit, was an accepted ethical norm in the history of Western ...

Subjects: Bioethics history; Paternalism ethics; Physician-Patient Relations ethics
Database: MEDLINE with Full Text, Available from EBSCOhost.

Thesis:


Electronic Resources:

**American journal of bioethics : AJOB**
- [Academic Search Complete](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 18 months) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [CINAHL Plus with Full Text](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 18 months) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE Complete](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 18 months) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing)](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 18 months) Your Access: (Embargo: )

Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1526-5161 Online ISSN: 1536-0075 Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group
Subject: Philosophy and Religion -- Ethics; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences

**Bioethics**
- [Academic Search Complete](#) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [CINAHL Plus with Full Text](#) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE Complete](#) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing)](#) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [Religion & Philosophy Collection](#) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )

Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0269-9702 Online ISSN: 1467-8519 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell
Subject: Philosophy and Religion -- Ethics; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences

**Developing world bioethics**
- [Academic Search Complete](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE Complete](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing)](#) 2001 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )

Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1471-8731 Online ISSN: 1471-8847 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell
Subject: Philosophy and Religion -- Ethics

**New Review of Bioethics**
- [MEDLINE Complete](#) 2003 (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
- [MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing)](#) 2003 (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )

Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1740-0287 Online ISSN: 1740-7915 Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group Subject: Philosophy and Religion -- Ethics

~ 7 ~
Penn Bioethics Journal: PBJ

Academic Search Complete 2006 to present (Emargo: ) Your Access: (Emargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 2150-5462
Publisher: University of Pennsylvania
Subject: Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences; Philosophy and Religion -- Ethics

Theoretical Medicine and Bioethics

MEDLINE Complete 2007 to present (Emargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Emargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1386-7415 Online ISSN: 1573-1200
Publisher: Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences

Should you have comments or suggestions on this pathfinder, please call us at this telephone number, 406-1611 local 8338 or email us at library@ust.edu.ph.
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